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Rationale>—^Within recent years, with the increase in the per*--
centage of high school enrollment taking high school, there has come to
some of the hig^ school teachers, who axe interested in making science an
important and valuable part of the school curriculum, a realization of
the necessity of reorganization of the science program, and of the need
for shifting emphasis on the various craicepta and skills formerly re¬
garded as vital to science students*.
Further, with the change in attitude away from the doctrine of
transfer of training, science teachers have been forced to re-examine the
conventional body of high school science content vexy closely to discover
those elements of the learning process and the ”newer*^ psychologies vdiich
might be of greater value to the changing nature of high school science
and the pupils who take these courses*. As a result of this search, there
is today a greater clarification of the basic aspects of science* As
Richardson suggests! "Some of the most in^ortant aspects in science are
found in the relationship and generalization* Others can be found in the
association of things*”^
Perceptions of certain scientific principles relative to the above
aspects on the part of the teacher, suggest their iii55ortance for students
_
John S* Richardson, Science Teaching In The Secondary School




Conscientious science teachers) who have felt that high school
science could not he called "a tool subject” for a large part of the
high school students, are attempting to use ”new” ideas as foundation,
they feel that knowledge and ability to apply scientific principles is
vital in helping students adjust themselves to experiences which make up
the basic aspects of living*
These scientific principles, some of which relate to number or to
proof are not things which have been dragged into science to fit the
needs of the student* They have always been present in science* The
difficulty in the past has been that some teachers have put too much
trust in transfer-of-training* Others have slighted the basic ideas in
science because they were unaware of the basic principles of science* As
the authors of Mathmatics in General Education suggest!
The tendency has been to attenpt to impose upon the student
general and abstract principles without his having been led to
them gradually from concrete and specific instances and without
his having any responsible part in the process*^
This procedure was at fault* Not only did it fail to help students
to aoq.uire the ability to remember the concept, it also passed up an ex¬
cellent opportunity to encourage the use of mathmatical thinking (xi the
part of the student*
Vhen science teachers becane thorou^ly conscious of the existence
of the major principles of science, science education can begin to take
valuable steps toward a central place in education* It will then be
possible for teachers to stress these principles throughout the school,
i
Progressive Educational Association, Mathematics !Di General
Education (New Yorkt 1940), p* 38*
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and to help the students continously acquire scientific principles to the
limit of their ability*
Statement of The Problem*-— The problem of this study was to as¬
certain the extent to which certsiin biology textbooks were written to
oonfoim to the priorities which authorities have established for the
principles of greatest Importance for biology in general education.
Purposes of The Study*— The main p\rrpose of this study was to
evaluate the extent to which one hundred, principles of greatest im¬
portance in biology were distributed in ten leading biology textbooks*
More specific piirposes of the study were tot
1* To utilize the McKibben listing of principles as a base for
conqparing the ratings of Sam S. Blanc; topical analysis, of
ten High School Biology textbooks*
2* To arrange the McKibben and Blanc listings in corresponding
percentage or other arrangement for purpose of conparison*
3* To discover the extent to which McKibben and Blanc listings
are equivalent or other vd.se related*
4* To tabulate and record the results of McKibben and Blanc
listing*
Definition of Terms*— The following are the pertinent terms
used in this study t
A* "Biology” - means the "life histories" of plants or animals -
i* e* their modes of development, habits, and often also
their physiological interaction with one another ani with
their environment.^
^aul Monroe, A Cyclopedia of Education (New Yoikt The Mac¬
millan Co*, 1911)» p* 58.
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B* "Textbook” — means a book dealing with a definite subject
of study» systematically arranged^ intended for use at a
specified level of instruction, and used as a principal
aoorce of study material for a given co\irse*^
C* "Principle'^ — means the first proposition of and argument
upon which other propositions d^end for their validity;^
now used to signify a generalized statement through which
otherwise imrelated data are systematized and interpreted|
a statement of policy by which individual decisions and
2
cases are judged in a consistent and critical manner*.
Locale of The Studv>-~ This stxidy took place at Atlanta University
during the second semester and summer session beginning January 28, 1959
and ending August 10, 1959 *•
Limitation of The Problem*— This study was limited to the data
collected from "A Topical Analysis of High School Biology Textbooks" as
selected by Sam S* Blanc, Gove Junior Hi^ School, Denver, Colorado and
to the "One Hundred Principles of Greater Importance for General Education
in High School Biology Courses,"- by Margaret HoKibben*.
Source of Data*-~> The data for this study was obtained from "A
Topical Analysis of Hi^ School Biology Textbooks" by Sam S* Blanc,^
and from "One Hundred Principles of Greatest Inportance for General
1





Sam S* Blanc, "A Topical Analysis of High School Textbooks,"
Science Education, XXNXI (April, 1957)f P* 205*
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Education in High School Biology Courses by Margaret McKibben.^
Method of ResearchIhe method of research used in this stuc^y was
■Uie descriptive susrvey method, utilizing a docmnentary analysis technique
and rating scale for Textbooks as selected liy Sam S. Blanc, and One Hvuidred
Principles of Greatest Importance for General Education in Hi^ School
Biology Courses for the collection of data*
Design or Procedure*— The method of research used to gather data
for this stuc^y was the descriptive survey method utilizing the Ctae Hundred
1
Principles of Greatest Importance for General Education in High School
Biology Courses as a criterion and the ranking of topics selected from ten
Hi^ School Biology textbooks according to their relationship to these
principles*
Operational Steps*— The operatioxial steps ares
1* Literature pertinent and related to the problem and purposes
of this study was reviewed*
2* The study problem was identified and Ihe study designed.
3* The One Hundred Principles of Greatest Importance for
General Education in High School Biology Courses were ranked
in descending order by percentage,
ii* The topics from the ten sej.ected Hi^ School Biology Textbooks
were collected and grouped according to their appearance and
assigned an index number*
The data were treated, analyzed, and interpreted and presented
in the final thesis copy*
1
Margaret McKibben, "An Analysis of Principles and Activities
of Importance for General Biology Courses In Hi^ School," Science
Education, XXXIX (April, 1$$^), p* 189*
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Siirvey of Pertinent Literature.— Uie vast amotmt of literature
pertinent to this problem and reviewed in connection with this stu^y,
revealed that considerable attention has been given to the teaching of
science in education. Information yfliich seems most appropriate to the
present stucfer was received under two captions:
1. The Evaluation of Science Principles
2. The Selection of Textbooks
Evaluation of Science Principles.— Within the last ten years,
attention has been given to the evaluation of principles for the pur¬
poses of finding out urtiat content should be included in certain courses
in science on the secondary and junior college levels.
Washton developed a list of principles for college level for
general education in biological science.^ Blanchet had college teachers
of biological science to evaluate principles of biology for general
p
education at the junior college level.^ In a stu<fy by Miles, he had
principles of physical science evaluated for integrated course in
physical science at the secondary level.3 McKibben had principles of
biological science evaluated for a general course in biology.^
Nathan S. Washton, "A Syllabus In Biology For General Education”
Science Education (March, 19^1), p. 6h-92,
2
Waldo E. Blanchet, "A Basis For The Selection of Course Content
For Survey Courses In The Natural Science," Science Education XXXXI
(June, 19^7)9 P» 8-9.
3
Vaden W. Miles, "A Determination of the Principle Experiments
Desirable For A Hi^ School Course of Integrated Physical Science,"
Science Education XXXXII (March, 1957), p. 9-11.
j-
Margaret McKibben, op« cit.
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Smith had principles evaluated for a hi^ school course in general
science.^ Blanchet in his stucfy of science principles suggests, •Uiat
Wise had principles for physical science evaluated for the purpioses of:
general education for grades one through fourteen and that Martin had
principles of biological science evaluated for the purposes of general
education for grades one through fourteen. 2 still further in Blanchet's
study of science principles, he suggests:
Principals of science lends themselves
very nicely to studies which involve the
evalTiation of principles for whatever purpose
the investigation wants them eval\xated.3
While reviewing the vast majority of literature concerning the
evaluation of science principles, it may be noted here that it is of
the opinion by many educators and science authorities that Wise principles
of physical science and Martin and McKibben principles of biological
science are important for general education grades one through fourteen.
Secondly, it may be assumed that content in the four principles of science
may be obtained from these lists of principles.
The evaluation of the principles for the purposes of general
education in science seemed to have followed a definite pattern. The
method most of the educators used were of the judgment of a jtiry. There
has been some research work on just how -toe principles of science are
evaluated. However, while observing the methods forihe evaluation it
appears that the following criteria was used:
1. The construction of a set of aims or purposes for which
F. Smith, "A Determination of Principles and Experi^nts At
The jTuiior College Level," Science Education, XXX7 (June, 1951)#
2
Blanchet Waldo, op. cit., p. 5»
^Ibid., p. 3.
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a principle was to be evaluated
2. Have these aims, purpose and principles sent to subject matter S
specialist for evaltaation
3« Compile the evaluation of each principle statistically,
that has been evaluated by the subject matter specialists
li. Arrange the principle in the order of -Uieir evaluation
Selection of Textbook.—- For many years the procedure for the
analysis and evaluation of textbooks have been in development. Fuller
was the first to experiment in California. In the field of science
Fuller applied various stages to the selection of textbooks for Chemistry, -
General Science, Hiysics, Botany and Biology, The methods applied by
Fuller had varying degrees of success and has led others to make fvirther
investigation for the selection of textbooks in California.^
Harriott in a stu<^ of textbook selection for Los Angles City
Schools, reports Ihe criterion for the selection of textbooks. It is
reported as follows:
1. Subject Matter: The content of each book is outlined so
as to indicate major divisions.
2. Language: The following major phases of the language used





it-. Style and Interest Value
5. Learning exercises and other teaching aids
1





In addition to the precediiig types of information Herriot reports
that; evidence is secured concerning the educational philosophy and
educational psychology of the book.2
Later, Ihipple made a critical stu^T of the procedure used for
the selection of science textbooks and stated the foUovring:
Ihen a State selects a textbook for adoption
a very different procedure is employed from that
used Tnhen City Systems are free to select their
own texts.3
Comparing the procedures of State and City selection of text¬
books Yfhipple list the following reasons;
1. In State systems, laymen, faculty members of institutions
of hi^er learning, and City and State School Officials
serve on the selecting agency, but in City Systems only
City School Officials serve as a rule.
2. State School Systems make much more elaborate provision
for announcing forth coming adoptions to publishers.
3. State School Systems give greater wei^t to physical make up
and price of texts while 01ty Systems show greater consideraticn
to content.
1;. State School Systems employ score cards less frequently than
do City Systems.
1
M. E. Herriot, "Scientific Textbook Selection? Science Education




Gertrude TlJhipple. Procedures Used In Selecting School Books,
(Chicagot University of Chicago tress, 193^>), P«
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state Systems make vrider use of the method of voting in
reading discussions, -while City Systems Beach decisions
■throu^ discussion.^
Even at finding fault -wi-th -the present procedures for the selection
of science textbooks Whipple also suggest as a result of her findings
•the following criterion for tie evaluation and selection of -textbooks:
1. Only a personnel qualified for -the -work should select
school books.
2. The personnel responsible for selecting books should
be appointed for a substantial period of time.
3. And, effective organization of the various school officials
concerned wi-bh book selection should be set up. 2
In -the state of Texas, -there have been laws formula-ted and
published by the S-ta-te Department of Education, for -the evaluation
and selection of -textbooks.3 The procedures employed are similar to
-those suggested by Whipple.
Jensen made a stu<^ on -the C\H*rent Practices In Selecting Text¬
books For Schools and made conclusions for procedures in -the selection
of -textbooks. His stu(fy is summarized as follows:
1. Practice in cities of a population between 25,000 and 250,000
indica-tes -toat the city usually opera-tes as a unit in the
selection of its own textbooks.
2. The au-bhority for selecting textbooks rests legally upon -the








3* Tlie Board of Education almost invariably delegates this
authority to the superintendent of schools.
U* The superintendent of schools calls upon his assistants to
advise him on the problem of selecting textbooks.
The advisers to the superintendent of schools are usually
organized as a committee.
6. The superintendent of schools appoint the members of
the textbook committee.^
There is persistent criticism of some of the practices employed
in the selection of textbooks and it sometimes lead teachers^ educators
and curricvilum workers to wonder if any of the procedures are valid.
However, in the last five years the National Society for the Stuc^
of Education has formulated twenty-two statements regarding the procedures
for the selection of textbooks. Five of the recommended statements are
important for this stuc^jr, and they ares
1. The educational interest of the pupil must be the primary
consideration in plans for making and selecting textbooks.
2. The principle is car'dinal that the selection of textbooks
is the prerogative of the education personnel of our schools#
3. School administrators should be aggressive in demanding high
standards of practices on the part of selecting committees,
publishers, and their representatives.
li. The use of a score card for die evaluation of textbooks has
certain obvious advantages in directing attention systematically
to various items that should receive consideration.
1
Frank A. Jensen, •^Current Practices In Selecting Textbooks For
Elementary Schools" Science Education, XXXII (March, 1956), p. 306-
07.
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5* Teachers asihe users of textbooks should have a voice in
their selection^ but the committee calls attention to the
fact that effective participation on the part of the teachers
requires special competence.^
Ylhile speaking of the procedures formulated for the selection of
textbooks for general education in high school courses, the inciision of
subject matter as a basis for selection seems important for this stucfy.
I^nnan studied twenty-foxir textbooks for purpose of general education
for grades one throu^ eight. His stucfy was aimed to analyze progressive
features of instruction and attempts to find "sdiether the books were
eonsistent with the aims and purposes of the junior hi^ school move¬
ment.^
Maxwell in a study, The Selection of Textbooks, suggested^ general
principles that shoTild aid in the selection of textbooks for purposes of
general education for the elementary, and secondary schools.3 Mead in
a similar stuc(y listed suggestive standards for the selection of text¬
books.^ Kyte experimented with books to meet educational needs In
1
National Society for the Study of Education, Science Education in
American Schools, Thirty First Yearbook, Part II (Chicago, 19h7)t p. -08.
R. L. lyman, "A Stuc^f of Twenty-four Recent Seventh and Eighth
Grade Language Texts,” Elementary School Journal, XTOT (Feb., 192k)t
p. 1^1^0—52.
3
C. R. Maxwell, "The Selection of Textbooks,” School and Society,
IX (JanToary, 1919), p, Aik~B2.,
k
C. D. Meads, "B!he Best Method For The Selection of textbook,"'
Education Administration and Supervision, 17 (February, 1918), P. 61-69.
George C. Kyte, "Experimentation In The Development of a
Book to meet Educational Needs," Education, Administration and Super-
vis^, XI7 (February, 1928), p. B6-10C.
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his stud^j a criteria and a set of measures of a book -vras suggested
for the selection of textbooks. The score card was presented in a stu(fy
made by Otis,”a textbook score card" for the purposes of general education
for grades one through fourteen.^
Parker made an analysis of first grade readers and studied the
vocabularies. In his study two tables are presented. The first table
indicates the total number of words with the frequencies specified.
The second table gives all the words in alphabetical order within des¬
cending freqxiency groups .2 in a similar stuc^jr Rankin demonstrated three
primers representing different periods of publications. The study showed
the relative size of vocabularies, compares vocabularies with standard list
and principles.3 In another stuc^y of vocab\ilaries used in books Selke
analyzed twelve texts and compared the frequencies of the same words. In
his findings he stated ttiere were little agreement of words.
The method used by these investigators for the selection of text¬
books involved the inclusion of the standards set forth for the study of
education. However, there still remain room for-iiie selection of text¬
books.
Summary.—From the research on evaluation of science principles
and on the selection of textbooks that has been referred to the follow¬
ing conclusions may be drawn:
1
E. M. Otis, "A Textbook Score Card," Journal of Educational
Research VII (February, 1923)» p. 132-36.
r
J. L. Parker, "The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers," National
Education Society, Thirty First Yearbook,. Part II (Chicago, l92l),
p. 127-l4i+.
3
Mary I. Rankin, "A Study of the Recurrence of Words in Certain
Primers," Elementary School Journal, XXVIII (December, 1927)^ p. 278-8^.
1. For many years research investigators in science education
have given attention to principles of science and to the
selection of science textbooks*
2. There are ample supply of principles and generalizations of
science for use of textbook iwriters, teachers and curriculum
makers, lasts of principles and generalizations of science
are available in physical science, biological science, soil
and water conservation, earth science and by implication con¬
sumer science*
3* From the use of criteria in judging a principle or a textbook,
there is evidence that investigators have been concerned with
or iidiether a statement is a principle or nvhether the select¬
ion of textbooks conform with authoritative principles.
1;. There are now available list of principles of science which
have been evaluated for various courses in science on the
elementary, secondary, and junior college levels and for
purposes of general education in grades one through fourteen*
5* The distinction between what is a principle of science and
what is a generalization of science is not clear.
6, The selection of textbook topics to conform with the principles
of science is still a controversial issue among those who
evaluate science principles and of those that write science te:*-
books.
Value of the Stu(^.— ThiS stuc^y showed that many of the ideas that
science educators have conceding the relationship of science principles
and textbook are erroneous to a certain extent. She way ihe findings
varied from expectations could only be determined in such a s tucfcr as
15
this one. This study also showed that there are some disagreement
between the educators that formulate science principles and the writers
of science textbooks. Thus, it showed that science textbooks did not
conform to science principles for the purposes of general education,
grades one throtigh fourteen.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
Introductory Statement.— The problem of this study was to ascertain
the extent to which certain biology textbooks were written in confoiroity
to the priorities which authorities have established for the principles
of greatest importance for biology in general education* This chapter
presents the data obtained from the analysis which the purposes of this
study called for. The major purpose of the study was to attempt to
establish the relationship, if any, between the ratings given to One
Hxindred Principles of Greatest Inportance in Biology and the topical
ratings of ten outstanding biology textbooks.
The chapter is organized as follows* a) TeEhnique for computing
the dataj and b) conparison of the ratings of the '*McKibbons listing”
and ”Blanc listings,"^
Techniques Used in Computing the Data,— In order to achieve the
purposes of this study, the following previous research findings were
utilized as a base* 1) a list of One Hxindred Principles of Biological
Science of Greatest Importance for General Education in Hi^ School
Biology Courses, arranged in order to descending rank and rating on the
basis of reaction of science education authorities; and 2) a tppical
analysis and rank-rating performed by Sam Blanc of the topical treatment
Margaret McKibbons, op, cit,
2
Sam S, Blanc, op, cit.
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of the contents of ten outstanding high school biology textbooks. These
topics were arranged, in the course of the study, in descending order of
rank-rating value, and related to each of the 100 principles. That is,
each topic uhich, in the opinion of a ;jury, was related to a principle
was arranged opposite that principles. Since each of the topics had an
assigned Blanc value, and since these values differed for the various
principlesj or since one principle; may have been treated in several
topics whose Blanc value varied, it was agreed to average the values if
and when more and whether more than one topic was arranged or assigned
to a specific principle.
In addition, a ''distribution fontiula" for the One hundred principles
was developed in idiich a 5-20-50-20-5 curve probability was adopted,
For puiTposes of presentation these are referred to as (l) five per cent,
(2) twenty per cent, (3) fifty per cent, (U)(20-) and five (five per
cent, (The tables presenting the original McKibbohs and Blacn listings
and rank ratings are presented in the Appendixes of this thesis).
The Data,— Tables 1-5 presents the data obtained by analysis of
the McKibbon principles and the Blacn ratings of the topics in the ten





















The design is read thus: (l) The first column contains the
category of which the McKibbens Principles ranked in descending order,
(2) The second column contains the number of McKibbens Principles
arranged in descending order, (3) The third column contains the McKibbens
evaluation of the principles, (U) The fourth column contains the number
of Sam Blanc topics as they correspond to the McKibbens Principles, (^)
The fifth column contains ths average index number as averaged by Sam
Blanc, (6) The sixth column contains the rating of Blanc’s topics to
principles.
TABLE 1
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF TOPICS AS RELATED TO THE












100 95 *15,38,6U 2,13 *3
99 :9U 2,22,U6,6U 2,3 3
9B 93 15,38,6U 2,1 3
97 93 3-U 2-9 1
96 93 *6, 39, 9 2,86 r;2
9$ 93 * 10, U6, 86 2,0 3
*
The number contained in the column (corresponding topics by Blanc)
correspond to index numbers which may be found in the Table of the
Appendix,
S-ummary of Table 1




*Suinmary Table to Table 1 is read thus:
(l) Two of Blan®*s topics had a rating of
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(l) five per vent, (2) three of the topics had a
rating of (2) upper twenty per cent (3) thirteen
had a rating of three per cent
Table 1 presents data concerning the extent to which the topical
ratings of Blanc confomi to the five most important principles of Biology
(principles 93-100), The eval\iations assigned by McKibben jury, for
these five principles, ranged from a low of ninety-three to a high of
ninety-five. The topics which were identified as pertaining tothese five
highest principles, however, ranged in the Blanc ratings. This means
that there was a variation in the assigned index numbers which Blanc
used for rating these topics as they appeared in the textbooks which he
studied.
It may be noted that the topics which conformed to the five most
important of the McKibbon principles were given Blanc index numbers which
ranged from one to three. To this extent, then, the textbook writers
were not in conformity with ths science education authorities in the
extent to which they dealt with the five most important principles of
biology in their textbooks, A total of eighteen topics were identified
as relating to the five most important principles. Out of these fifteen
topics two received an average. Brown value of one, three received
an average rating of two, and thirteai received an average rating of three.
Since three is the low rating in the Blanc sequence, this means that the
textbook writers regarded the majority (more than 80 per cent) of these
topics as of much less importance in their texts, ad the authorities did.
Table 2 presents data concerning the extent to which the topical
ratings of Blanc conform to the 6-20 most in^jortant principles of
Biology (principles 73-9U). The evaluation assigned by McKibben jury.
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TABLE 2
ANALYSIS AND SUMMAHT OF TOPICS AS THEY RELATE TO











By Sam Blanc Rating
9k 92 *38-61t 2.2 3
93 92 68 1.7 3
92 92 1,58-6U 2.16 3
91 92 16 2.3 3
90 92 5,6-39-Ii2 2.U7 3
89 92 3-60U5 2.63 2
88- 91 15-38 2.33 3
87 91 38-15 2.33 3
86-91 91 70V 1.7 3
8^ 90 = U5-2 2,.U 3
8U 90 16-18 2.3 3
83 90 209 2.8 1
82 89 55-56-57-36 1.97 3
81 89
80 88 36-57-lii 2.2 3
79 88 6U-86-13-38 1.9 3
79-88 88 15-58 2.23 3
78 88 15-58 2.23 3
77 88 3-2 2.9 1
76 88 10 2.9 2
75 88 6-39 2.U5 3
*
Index number of topics iriay be foxind in the Appendix,
*
The number contained in the column (corresponding topics by Blanc
correspond 1 to index nvmibers which may be found in the Table of the
Appendix.
Simunary of Table 2
Number of Topics





•» The summary table is read thus*
Four of the topics had a rating
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of 2,35 of the topics had a rating of 2, 35
of the topics had a low rating of three,
for these twenty principles ranged from a low of ei^ty-eight to a high
of ninety-two. The topics which were identified as pertaining to these
twenty (second highedt) principles, however, ranged in the Blanc ratings.
This means that there was a variation in the assigned indes numbers which
Blanc used for rating these topics as they app- ared in the textbooks
which he studied.
It may be noted that the topics which conformed to the twenty (
second highest), most important of the McKibben principles were given
Blanc index nujmbers which ranged from one to three. To this extent,
then,the textbook writers were not in conformity with the science educa¬
tion authorities, in the extent to which they dealt with the twenty
(second highest) principles of Biology, A total of forty three topics
were identified as relating to the twenty, (second highest) most Im¬
portant principles. Out of these forty three topics four received
a Brown value of one, four received an average of t#o, and thirty-five
received an average of three. Since three is the low rating in the Blcinc
sequence, this means that the textbooks writers regarded the majority
(more than 75 per cent) of these topics as of much less importance in
their text, as the authorities did.
Table 3 presenta data concerning the extent to which the topical ratings
of Blanc conform to twenty seven (third highest) most Important principles
of Biology (U8-7U), The evaluation assigned by McKibbens Jury, for these
twehty-seven principles ranged from a low of ei^ty-four to a high of
eighty-seven. The topics which work idaitified as pertaining to these
22
TABLE 3
ANALYSIS AND SIM^Y OF TOPICS AS THEY RELATE TO THE





By Sam Blanc ^
Average Index
of Topics
By Sam Blanc Rating
71; 87 lU 2.6 2
73 57- : 38-86 1.65 1;
72 87 2-1;5-86 2.06 3
71 87 15-38 2.35
70 87 15-28 2.5 2
70 87 15-28 2.5 2
69- 87 5-^ 2.85 2
86 87 70-61; 1.7 3
67 87 6-9,l;i;-l;7,
l;9-59 1.7 2
66 87 6-39 2.1;5 3
86 37-61; 1.95 3
6U 86 2.75 2
63 86 6U-2 2.33 3
62 86 6U 1.7 3
6l 86 28-5 2.65 2
60- 85 38-6 2.U5 3
59 85 2-3-1;6-1;5 2.33 3
58 85 U6-38-1;5 2.10 3
57 85 21 2,5 2
56 85 15 2.6 2
55 85 15 2.6 2
51; 85 28-5-7 2.7 2
53 85 28-5-7 2.7 2
5a 85 31-32-14;-l;9-
59-68 1.91; 3
52 8U 15 2.1 3
51 81; 28-16-38 2.33 3
50 8U 2 2.9 1
1;9 81; 3 2.9 1
1;8 81; i;5 2.1 3
The nuniber contained in the column (correspknding topics by Blanccorrespond to xndex numbers which may be fo\md in the Table of the Appendix,
Summary of Table 3
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these twenty seven (third highest) principles, ranged in the Blanc
rating. There were also a variation in the assigned index numbers which
Blanc used for rating these topics as they appeared in the textbooks
which he studied.
It may be noted that the topics which conformed to the t'Senty-seven
(third highest), most important of the McKibbens principles were given
Blanc index number which ranged from one to three. To this extent, then,
the textbook writers were not in conformity with the science education
authorities in the extent to which they dealt with the twenty-seven
(third highest) most important principles of biology in their textbooks,
A total of fifty-eight topics were identified as relating as to
the twenty-seven (third highest) most important principles. Out of
these fifty-eight topics two received a Brown value of one, twenty-one
received and average of two, thirty-three received an average of three,
and two' recei ved an average of four. Since three and four in low
ratings in the Blanc sequence, this means that the textbook writers
regarded the majority (more than 50 per cent) of these topics as of less
ijnportance in their text as the authorities*
Table U presents data concerning the extent to which the topical
rating of Blanc conform to the thirty-three (fourth highest) most im¬
portant principles of Biology (principles lU-U?)* The evaluation assigned
by McKibben jury, for these thirty-three (fourth highest) meaning the
second the lowest principles ranged from a low of seventy-nine to a high
of eighty-three. The topics which were identified as pertaining to
these thirty-three (fourth hipest, meaning the second lowest), principles
however, ranged in Blacn ratings. This too, means that there was a
variation in the assigned index numbers which Blanc used for hating these
2U
TABIE U
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF TOPICS AS THE REFLATE TO THE LOWER







By Sam Blanc Rating
nr 83 507 2.8^ 1
U6 83 15-28 2.5 2
ns: 82 10 2.7 2
nn 82 16 2.5 2
U3 82 15-28 2.5 2
ni 82 38-n6 2.1 3
no 80 15-39 2.35 3
39 81 30-31-32-n7-
n8-n9-5l-59-73 2.07 3
38 81 2—6n 2.3 3
37 81 15-28 2.5 2
36 81 5-7 2.8 1
35 81 37-70 1.95 3
3n 81 19-31-50 2.23 3
33 81 ni-8 2.n5 3
32 81 n7-31-38 2.1 3
31 80 30—63—86 1.96 3
30- 80 38 2.1 3
29 80 38-n5 2.10 3
27 80 10 1.7 3
26 80 39 2.1 3
25- 80 10 2.7 2
2n 80 3i-32-3>nn-
n7-n8 2.11 3
23 80 kO 2.7 2
22 80 10 2.7 2
21 79 1.7 1.7 3
20 79 1.7 1.7 3
19 79 1 2.9 1
18 79 15 2.6 1
17 79 1 2.9 1
16 79 65 1.7 3
15 79 10-13 2.n 3
m
*
79 70-80 i.n5 3
The numbers contained in the column (corresponding topics in Blacn)
correspond to index numbers which may be found in the Table of the Appraidis,
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topics as they appeared in the textbooks which he studied.
It may be noted that the topics which conformed to the thirty-three
(fourth highest) meaning the lower twenty per cent most important of the
McKibben principles were given Blacn index huriibers which ranged from
one to three. Even to the exbent, then, the textbook writers-were not in
conformity with the ciences education authorities in the eexbent to which
they dealt with the thirty-three (fourth hipest) ) meaning the lower
twenty per cent) most in^ortant principles of biology in their textbooks,
A total of sixty-nine topics were identified, as relating to the
thirty-three, (fourth highest, meaning lower than twenty per cent*
most Important principles. Out of these sixty-nine topics six recived
a Brown value of one, twelve, reciwed and average of three. In this
case, since three is (the middle fifty per cent) and ranks above this
particular category, in Blanc sequence, tthis means that textbooks
writers regarded the majority (more than sikty one per cent of these
topics as of much more importance in their textbooks. As the science
educAtion authorities evaluated than very low.
Table 5 presents data concerning the extent to which the topical
rating of Blanc conform to the thirteen (fifth hipest) rank Biology
(principles (one to thirteen). The evaluations assigned by McKibben
juiy, for these thirteen, (fifth highest) ranking; meaning the lower five
per cent) for these principles ranged from a low of seventy-four to a high
o f seventy-seven. The topics which were identified as pertaining to these
thirteen (fifth highest); meaning the lower five per cent), however, ranged
im the Blanc ratings. This means that therewas a variation in the assigned
index numbers which Blanc used for racing these topics as they aj^eared
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in the textbook which he studied.
It may be noted that the topics which confonned to the thirteen
(fifth highest? meaning the lower five per cent) most important of the
McKibben principles were given Blanc index numbers which ranged from two
to three. To this extent, then, the textbook writers were not in fon-
formity with the science education authorities in theectent to ■jdiich they
dealt with the thirteen (fifth hipest, meaning the lower five per cent)
mmost Important principles of Bia9gy in their textbooks, A total of
thirty-six topics were identified as relating to the thirteen, (fifth
hipest, meaning the lower five per cent most important principles.
Out of these thirty-six topics six received an average rating of
two and thirty received and average rating of three. In this case and
since three rating in the middle fify per cent of the highest ranked
topics and principles in both Blanc and McKinneb sequence, this further
means that the textbook writers regarded the majority (more than sixty-one







Corresponding Average Index of
Topics Topics
By SmBlanc By Sam Blanc
13 77 U7-86 1.6 3
12 77 IS 2.6 3
n 77 iS-Sh 2.15 3
10 76 31 2.2 3
9 76 hS 2.1 3
8 76 38-U6 2.1 3
7 76 31-32-UU-U7
U8-U9-U9- 1.9U 3
6 IS 614 1.7 3
IS IS 2.6





2 7S 16-38 2.3 3
1 7h 5-7-28 2.76 2
*
The numbers contained in the coliroin (corresponding topics in




Rationale*— vrithin recent years, with the increase in the per¬
centage of hi^ school enrollnient taking high school, there has come to
some of the high school teachers, who are Interested in making science an
important and valuable ja rt of the school curriculm, a relization of
the necessity of reorganization of the science program, and of the need
for shifting emphasis on the various concepts and skills formerly re¬
garded as vital to science students*
F\irther, with the change in attitude away from the doctrine of
transfer of training, science teachers have been forced to re-examine the
conventional bo(^y of hi^ school science content very closely to discover
those elements of the learning process and the •’newer" psychologies which
mi^t be of greater value to the changing nature of hi^ school science
and the pupils idio take these comaes. As a result of this search, there
is today a greater clarification of the basic aspects of science* As
Richardson suggest: "Some of the most important aspects in science are
found in the relationship and generalization. Others can be found in tie
association of things."!
Perceptions of certain scientific principles relative to the above
aspects on the part of the teacher, suggedt their importance for students
1
John S. Richardson, Science Teaching In The Secondary School




Conscientious science teachers, who have felt that hi^ school
science could not be called "a tool subject” for a large part of the
hi^ school students, are attempting to use “new" ideas as foundation,
they feel taht knowledge and ability to apply scientific principles is
vital in helping students adjust themselves to experiences which make up
the basic aspects of living.
These scientific principles, some of nihich relate to number or to
proof are not things which have been dragged into science to fit the
nedds of the student. The have always been present in science. The
difficulty in the past has been that some teachers have put too much
trust in transfer-of-training. Others have sli^ted the basic ideas in
science because they were vinaware of the basic principles of science. As
the authors of Mathmatics in General Education suggest?
The tendency has been to attempt to impose upon the student
general and abstract principles without his having been led to
them gradually from concrete and specific instances and without
his having any responsible part in the process.1
- This procedure was §t fault. Not only did it fail to help students
to acquire the ability to remember ihe concept, it also passed up an ex¬
cellent opportunity to encourage the vise of mathmatical thinking on the
part of the student.
When science teachers become thorou^ly conscious of the existence
of the major principles of science, science education can begin to take
valuable steps toward a central place in education. It will then be
possible for teachers to stress these principles throu^out the school,
I
Progressive Educational Association, Mathematics In General
Education (New York: 19U0), p. 38.
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and to help the students continually acquire scientific principles to the
limit of their abilities.
Statement of the Problem#— Bie problem of this stucfy was to ascertain
the extent to which certain biology textbooks were written to confoimi to
the priorities which authorities have established for the principles of
greatest importance for biology in general education.
Purpose of the Study«-«. The main purpose of this stucty was t o eva¬
luate the extent to which one hyndred principles of greatest importance
in biology were distributed in ten leading biology textbooks.
More specific purposes of the stu^ were to:
1* To utilize the McKibben listing of principles as a base
for comparing the ratings of Sam S. Blanc, topical analysis
of ten high school biology textbooks.
2. To arrange the McKibben and Blanc listings in corresponding
percentage or other arrangements for comparison.
3, To discover the extent to urtiich McKibben and Blanc listings are
equivalent or otherwise related.
i:. To tabulate and record the results of McKibben and Blanc
listing.
Definition of Terms.— The following are the pertinent terms
used in the stu^s
A. "Biology” means the life histories of plants or animals-ie.
their modes of development, habits, and often also their
physiological interaction with one another and with their
environment.1
1
Paul Monroe, op. cit., p. 38.
31B.. ”Textbooks*’ mean a book dealing nirith a definite subject of
study, ^stematically arranged, intended for use at a specified
level of instruction, and used as a principal source of stucfy
matcial for a given course.1
C. "Principle” mean the first proposition of and argument upon
■which o-ther propositions depend for their validity; now used
to signify a generalized statement through -which o-therwise
unrelated data are systematized and interpreted; a statement
of policy 1:^ which individual ttecisions and cases are judged
in a consistent and critical manner.2
Locale of the Study.— This stu(3y took place at Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, during -the second semester and summer session beginning
Januaiy 27> 1959 and ending August 22, 1959«
Limitations of -Idie Problem.-- This stuc^y -was limi-bed to -the data
collected from a topical analysis of hi^ school biology -textbooks as
selec-bed by Sam S. Blanc, Gove Junioe Hi^ School, Denver, Colorado and
to -the One Hundred Principles of Greatest Impor-tance for General Education
In Hi^ School Biology Courses, by Margaret McKibben.
Source of Da-ta.— The data for -this study was ob-bained from, A Topical
Analysis of Ten High School Biology Textbooks, by Sam S. ilanc,^ and from
One Hundred Principles of Greatest Importance for General Eduation in
Hi^ School Biology Courses, by Ifergaret McKibben.^
1 ^
Carter V. Good, op. cit,, p. 568.
2
Ibid., p. 361.
^Sam S. Blanc, op. cit., p. 205.
h
Margaret McKibben, op. cit., p., 189.
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Method of Research.— Bxe method of research used in this, stuc^y
was the descriptive survey method, utilizing a (bBonentary analysis
techniques and rating scale for the ten high school biology textbooks
as selected by Sam S. Blanc and One Hundred Principles of Greatest
Importance for General Education in High School Biology Courses for the
collection of data.
Design or Procedure.— The method of research used to gather data
for "this study was the descriptive survey method utilizing the One
Hundred Principles of Greatest Importance for General Education In
High School Biology Courses as a criterion from Ten High School Biology
Courses as a criterion and the rank ratings of topics selected from Ten
High School Biology Textbooks according to their relationship to principles.
Operational Steps.-- The operational steps are:
1. Literature pertinent and related to the problem and purposes
of this stu<^ was reviewed*
2* The study problem was Identified and the stuc^ designed.
3* The One Hundred Principles of Greatest Importance for
General Education In Hi^ School Biology Courses were
Grouped in descending order.
Ji. The topics from the Ten Selected Hi^ School Biology Text¬
books were collected and grouped according to their appearance
and assigned index number*
5* Ihe data were treated, analyzed and Interpreted and presented
in the final thesis copy*
Stnamary of Related Literatiire.— The literature reviewed was organized
mder two major captions:
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(1) The Evaluation of Science principles, and
(2) The selection of Textbooks
The Evaluation of Principles
Vfashton developed and evaluated a list of principles for general
education in biological science.^ Blanchet had college teachers of
biological science to eval-uate principles of biology for general edr-
ucation at the hi^ school level, 2 liiles in a stuc^ evaluated principles
of physical science at the secondary level.^ This evaluation was made in
order to integrate physical science with other courses. McKibben in a
stu^y had principles of biology evaluated for a general course in biology.^
Smith in 2inother stu(^ had the principles of biology evaluated for a high
course in biology.
Selection of Textbooks
For many years the procediire for "the evaluation and the selection of
textbooks have been in development Fuller was the first to experiment in
California in 1928.^ She applied various methods to the evaluation of
textbooks for Chemistry, General Science, Physics, Botany and Biology.
The method she applied had a varying degree of success and has led others
to make further investigations. In 1933, Harriot made a stucfer for the
selection of textbooks in California.^
Nathan S. Yfashton, “A Syllabus In Biology For General Education”,
Science Education (March, 19^1), XXXX, p. 8-9.
%aldo E. Blanchet. op. cit., p. 8-9.
^Vaden W. Miles, op. cit., p. 9-11.
k
Mairgaret McKibben. op. cit.,
Florence D. Fuller, op. cit., p. 89*
^M. E. Harriot, op. cit., pp. 99-100.
In his stu(^ he concluded the following criteria as a basis for text¬
book selection^ (1) Subject Matter, and (2) Language. Thipple 1936,
compared the procedures for City and State for the selection of textbooks,
she concluded in her study that both City and State should elect a qualif¬
ied personnel for the selection of textbooks.^
Jansen’s later made a stucfy on the current practices in selecting
textbooks for schools,^ in the last five years the National Society for the
Study of Education has formulated statements and procedures for the select¬
ion of textbooks .3 layman studied twenty-four textbooks forihe purpose of
determining procedures forihe selection of textbooks,^ Maxwell earlier
in a stuc^y suggested general principles that should aid in the selection
of textbooks Mead,^ Kyte,^ and Otis® in a similar stuc^ as Maxwell
suggest criteria by which textbooks should be selected. TE/hile Parker^
and Rankin^® in a similar stu(^ siiggested an analysis of textbooks
Gertrude 7/hipple, op. cit., p. 11^.
2
Efank R. Jensen, op. cit«, pp. 306-07*
3
National Society for The Study of Education, op. cit., pp. 305-08.
R. L. Lyman, op. cit., pp. hhO-^2,
5
C. R. Maxwell, op, cit., pp.
6 '
C. D. Mead, op. cit., pp. 86-100.
7
Georifee C. I^ybe, op. cit., pp. 86-100.
8
E. M. Otis, op. cit,, pp. 132-36.
9
J. L. Parker, op. cit., pp. 127-Ui.
10.
Mary I. Rankin, op. cit., pp. 278-85*
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before selection is made Parker^ and. Rankin2 in a stu<fy for the selection
of textbooks, analysis, and demonstrated vocabularies and the reciirrence
of words in certain textbooks and concluded that this t ype of examination
shoTild be the criterion for the selection of textbooks.
Conclusions.— The following conclusions were drawn from the in¬
terpretation of data that were collected as a result of this stucty:
1* That the writers of textbooks for hi^ s chool biology
Covirses are not choosing subject matter conforraitywith
the principles for the purpose of general education in
hi^ school biology courses.
2. That some of the topics being emphasized by the authors
of various textbooks conform to some of the lowest ranked
principles set forth by science educational authorities.
3. That topics leasst emjhasized by the authors of various
books conform to some of the hipest ranked evaluated
principles forihe purpose of general education in hi^
school biology.
Up That the authors of various hi^ school biology textbooks
emphasize and agree that the most important areas in the
field of biology are as follows:
1. Consevation of Natural Resources
2. Stuc^y of the Human Body
3. Stu(^y of the Flowering Plant
1
J. L. Parker, op. cit., pp. lZ7-hhm
2.
Mary I. Rankin, op. cit., pp. 278-8fi.
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1^* Genetics and Eugenics
5* Finally, it was evident that the authors of various biology-
textbooks do not observe or work cooperatively wiidi the
educational authorities for the planning of course content
to be inclvided in hi^ school biolog7 textbooks.
ImplicationsThe following implications were drawn from the
findings and conclusions:
1. That there remain to be questioned whether the authors
of biolog7 textbooks know or whether they accept the
principles forihe purpose of general education as selected
by science education authorities.
2. There is a need for teachers of biology to question the
strict use of certain biology textbooks in modem times.
Recommendations.— The findings and data of this stucfy yeilded
the folloiving recommendations:
1. In view of the difference in the findings of this stucfy it
is proposed that similar studies using similar design or
other design, be conducted om the other areas of science.
2. That teachers of hi^ school biology courses should not rely
irtiolly on the subject matter contained in text books written
bji various authors.
3. That teachers of biology should emphasize subject matter
relative to the standards set forth by educational authorities.
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1. Structiare and Function of
Leaves
2. Food and Nutrition
3* Process of Digestion
li. Forest
5. Principles of Heredity
2.9
2.9
6. Physical Factors of Environment
7* Inheritance in Man
8. Evidence Change
2.8
9« Sense, Organs and Sensation
10, Soil and Water
11. Wildlife
2.7
12. Structure and Function of
Stems
13. Nerves and Bocfy Control
lU. Causative Agents of Disease
15. Process of Reproduction
3.2
2.6
16. Structure of Cells
17. Classification of Invertebrates
18. Structure and Function of Roots
19. Structure and Function of Flowers
ZO. Economic Importance of Insects
21. Blood and Its Function
22. Ductless Glands and Secretion
2.5
23* Meaning of Biology
2ii. Bionomial Normenclature
25* Control of Insects
2^. Skeleton and Muscles
27. Heart and Circulation
28. Mitosis and Meosis
29. System of Classification
30. Structure and Adaptation of Protozoa
2.1i
2.3 2
31. Structure and Adaptation of Algae
32. Structxire and Adaptation of Mosses
33* Structure and Adaptation of
Coelentevates
3it. Detail Stucfy of Grasshopper
35* Effects of Alcohols and Drugs
36, Body Defenses against diseases
37* Darwin theory of Evaluation
2.2 7
38. Activifiies of Cells




111. Balance In Natiire
112. Basis of Classification
li3* Tropisms of Plants
Ijil. Adaptation of Birds
Respiration and Oxidation
li6. Waste and Excretion
47 • Structure "and Adaptation of
Fiingi
118. Structure and Adaptation of
Mosses
119. Structure and Adaptation of
Ferns
50. Structure and Functions of Seeds 2.0
5l» Structure and Adaptation of Anthropods
52. Order and Example of Insects
53* Classification of Plants
5ij-* Structure and Function of
Fruits
55* Sanitation and Health
56. Hygiene and Health 1.9
57* Organic and Functional
Diseases
58. Improvement of Plants
59* Structure and Adaptation
of Annelids
60. Structure of Eish
61. Adaptation of Amphivia 1,8
62. Immunization and Test
63. Chemotheraphy and Antibotic
61i. tjife Processes and Functions
65. Structiire and Adaptation of
Enhinoderms
66. Field Study of Birds
67. Economic Importance of
Birds 1.7
68. Vaccines and Serums
69. Improvement of Animals
70. Other Tlieories of Evolution
71. Scientific Attitudes
72. Classification of Vertebrates
73* Structure and Adaptation
of Flatworms
7ii.. Structure and Adaptation
of Porifera 1.6
75* Adaptation of Mollusk






















81. Objectives of Biology
82. Structure of Amphibia l.U
83. Detail Stuefy of Crayfish
8I4.. Adaptation of Reptiles
1.3
85. Development of Microasope
86. Tissues, Organs and System 1.2




89. Structure of Mammals
^ 90. . Structvire of Reptiles
91. Economic Importance of
e.5Amphibia
92. Economic Importance of
Reptiles
Total - ^2.
